The end-to-end throughput and delay performance characteristics are analyzed for a virtual circuit (VC) transport user in a hybrid asynchronous transfer modehime division multiple access (ATWTDMA) network. An automatic repeat request (ARQ) transport user is assumed with an underlying ATM cell-level global congestion control in an ATM multiplexer node. The analysis is based on the interaction of packet level control with the queue management at the ATM cell level. The transport user is assumed over M-node VC to analyze throughput and delay using Norton equivalent queueing model. The transport layer service characteristic of the model is obtained from the endto-end protocol efficiency of Go-Back-N (GBN) and selective repeat (SR) ARQ schemes. The ATM layer is assumed with a leaky bucket (LB), virtual leaky bucket (VLB), modified LB (mLB), or modified VLB (mVLB) congestion control scheme. A global congestion control scheme prioritizes transit traffic over local traffic, and ensures quality of service (QOS) to several classes of service. Based on global congestion status, the transport users modulate their end-to-end flow control parameters, i.e., packet size in case of video and voice users, and window size in case of data users. The probability of cell-loss at ATM layer is reflected at the transport layer to derive the effective throughput and delay characteristics. The mVLB scheme consistently provided better end-to-end throughput and delay performance for both GEIN and SR transport users.
I. INTRODUCTION
Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) is the target transport method for broadband networks using virtual connection concept [l] . The ATM network can be used for any type of transport users exercising window based or rate based transport control for the information transfer [ 2 ] . The traffic control based on ATM cells is one of the important hnctions to provide efficient high-speed multimedia communications. Since ATM does not provide media access control, the throughput will be low if an ATM network experiences congestion [2] . One of the promising techniques to prevent congestion in an ATM multiplexer node is call admission control that uses a cell discard scheme such as leaky bucket (LB), virtual leaky bucket (VLB) [3] , modified leaky bucket (mLB), or modified virtual leaky bucket (mVLB) [7] .
In this paper, the end-to-end throughput and delay performance of transport user are analyzed in a hybrid ATWTDMA network. The transport users are assumed to be generic ATM sources. The transport users generate active bursts of traffic (bulk arrival of cells) during the connection.
The ATM multiplexer node is assumed to provide TDMA service (bulk service of cells) to the generic ATM sources. The transport user is assumed with an underlying ATM celllevel global congestion .control. By means of early warning cells and a global congestion control algorithm of [7] , the neighboring ATM multiplexer nodes congestion criteria are also accounted for computing congestion level. By controlling active bursts of traffic from the local transport users, the global congestion control scheme prioritizes transit traffic over local traffic and ensures quality of service (QOS) to several classes of service (i.e., video, voice, data, etc. ). The ATM buffer congestion level is communicated to the transport users by means of service primitives. Based on congestion status, the transport users modulate either packet size or window size to control traffic flow to the ATM layer [7] . In case of video and voice users, the length of an active burst can be controlled by modulating the transport user packet size. As packet size may not be controlled for data users, the number of active bursts can be controlled by modulating the transport user window size. By controlling the active bursts judiciously to preserve the quality of picture or speech, the number of generated cells can be effectively controlled during congestion periods. Moreover, the video and voice transport users can implement quality control algorithms to selectively drop part of traffic during severe congestion periods without sacrificing the quality of picture or speech information. The packet size modulation is a significant improvement over window control mechanisms of [ 11. Furthermore, the higher layer window-control scheme reduces the number of end-to-end re-transmissions. The probability of packet-loss at transport user is derived from 0-7803-4198-8/97/$10.00 0 1997 IEEE the probability of cell-loss at the ATM layer. The end-to-end throughput and delay results are obtained for Go-Back-N (GBN) and Selective Repeat (SR) transport users with and without the underlying cell-loss, for comparison.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The ATM network is assumed with homogeneous ATM multiplexer nodes. The end-to-end transport users are shown in Fig. 1 . The source and destination transport users are assumed over a M-node VC (i.e., M-I links), in a sliding window closed queueing model as shown in Fig. 2 . The source and destination are linked through an added artificial queue labeled M+l, whose service rate is precisely equal to the input rate (A) of the VC. A fixed number of packets (N), which is equal to end-to-end window of the VC, circulate through the model. The node-to-node distance is assumed to be constant, which leads to a constant propagation delay (z) over each link. The end-to-end transport users communicate over a VC without any intermediate iink-level error recovery procedures. According to the Norton theorem for queueing network of product form (i.e., the state probability of the entire network is given by product of state probabilities in each queue) [5] , a single state dependent queue representing the network may be found as shown in Fig. 3 . Assuming homogeneous VC with a uniform service rate of , U , the model can be further simplified as shown in Fig. 4 . This queue allows n packets between source and destination, whereas a total of N packets circulate through the closed network. The resultant short-circuit throughput would be u(n) packetslsec. Then the probabilities of state of the lower queue are identical in Figs 2 and 3. If the upper queue is in state n, the lower queue is in state N-n in Fig. 3 . It thus suffices to find the probabilities of state of the upper queue. Note that the equations of state for the upper queue are just those of generalized birth-death process with birth (arrival) rate of A, and state dependent death (service) rate of u(n), as shown in Fig. 4 . The automatic repeat request (ARQ) protocol efficiency formulas of [6] are extended to the Mnode VC with a uniform 2. The throughput and delay are then analyzed with the service characteristic (U) of the VC. The ATM multiplexer node is assumed to interface a cluster of c neighboring ATM multiplexer nodes to receive transit traffic as detailed in [4] and [7] . The transport users are considered to be generic ATM sources with diverse bandwidth requirements [4] , [7] . The ATM multiplexer node is assumed to provide TDMA service to a set of generic ATM sources by means of composite TDMA frames. The transport users are classified into several classes of service, i.e., video, voice, data etc. The virtual path identifier (VPI) and virtual circuit identifier (VCI) of a cell are assumed to uniquely address an ATM user. The cell level queueing model of [4] is used for computing congestion criteria. By means of early warning cells, the congestion criteria are communicated to the adjacent ATM multiplexer nodes [7] .
Hence, an ATM multiplexer node is informed of the congestion status from a set of adjacent nodes (informed nodes). Using the global congestion control algorithm of [7] , the instantaneous global congestion criteria are computed. By means of service primitives, the instantaneous congestion status of ATM layer is communicated to the internal transport users of the ATM multiplexer node [7] . Based on the global congestion status of ATM layer, the transport users modulate packet size for video and voice traffic and window size (w) for data traffic to prevent congestion. The ATM layer uses a congestion control scheme, namely LB, VLB, mLB, or mVLB. The admitted ATM cells in all four congestion control schemes, are added to the ATM multiplexer buffer. The probability of discarding a cell (A) depends on cell-loss due to violation of QOS and the amount of congestion. The ATM cells are also discarded due to buffer overflow. The aggregate probability of cell-loss at the ATM layer is obtained from the probability of discarding a cell and the probability of buffer overflow. The effect of cellloss is reflected in the transport layer service characteristic, which provides the effective end-to-end throughput and delay characteristics.
III. ANALYSIS
The probability that the upper queue in Fig. 3 is in state n, can be written as i = l with probability normalization condition n=O The Norton equivalent for this symmetric network will have a state-dependent service characteristic as
where ,U is homogeneous service characteristic and n is the instantaneous number of packets over M nodes. Hence, the throughput u(n) with a total of n packets in M queues is always less than or equal to ,U. Therefore,
--
The normalized applied load to the queueing system is The equations (5) and (6) lead to p = U p
Po
The throughput y of the window controlled VC is given by averaging the service characteristic over all N possible service rates. Hence,
where U($ and p , are defined in ( 3 ) and (7), respectively. Therefore, the throughput of the queueing system is
By Little's formula, the end-to-end delay E(T) over the VC is
just the ratio of average number of packets E(n) along the VC to the throughput y. Hence where nh is the packet header size in bits. The value of Nf can be evaluated from the end-to-end transport user ARQ protocol scheme, assuming no queueing delay.
Go-Back-N ARO:
The average number of transmissions (N$ needed for one packet communication between the end-to-end transport users, is given by
where P is the probability of packet error over end-to-end VC. The number of frames transmitted during round-trip propagation delay, are 1+2a. Hence, 1 + 2aP
From (14) and (16), the end-to-end GBN ARQ protocol efficiency is
The resulting queueing system service rate p of the M-node VC with end-to-end GBN ARQ, is where Pb is probability of bit error over node-to-node link
Selective Repeat ARO:
packet. Hence the value Nf for SR ARQ scheme, is
The SR ARQ re-transmits one packet for each erroneous
-

NfLR --1-P
Using equations (14) and (19) , the SR ARQ efficiency is ' I s R = l N ( k -n h ) ( l -P ) otherwise. k(l+ 2a) Hence, the service rate (p) of the queueing system that represents M-node VC with end-to-end SR ARQ, is . ,
The effective throughput and delay characteristics of the endto-end VC can be obtained from (9) and (lo), along with the equation (18) where p is instantaneous packet size, pmM is the subscribed packet size, and < l k , , p , l is the instantaneous global congestion. Similarly, the transport user window is modulated for data users. The instantaneous transport user window with mLB or mVLB scheme at ATM layer, is where w , , is the subscribed window size. Equations (22) and (23), result in modulated active bursts to control congestion. The transport user packets are segmented into ATM cells. The end-to-end throughput and delay characteristics are analyzed with and without ATM cell discard schemes, which are referred as cell discard and packet discard respectively. As detailed in [4] and [7] , the ATM cells may be lost due to buffer overflow (poveljfow), violation of QOS (FYI), and preventive congestion (Pc) control. The mean probability of cell loss is defined as where is the probability of cell discard, and PoverflowlK,,p is the probability of buffer overflow, as analyzed in [7] . Equation (20) approximates the cell loss as a sum of higher buffer state probabilities, and the probability of cell-discard due to the congestion control scheme. This is a where n is the number of cells per packet. The service rate equations (18) and (21) assume Pcorrecf-pac~ef to be 1, i.e., a packet is always correctly transmitted. However, the underlying ATM global congestion control scheme will introduce cell loss as defined in equation (24). Hence, the service rate equations (1 8) and (2 1) will be modified to
where Pcorrecr-packet is defined in equation (25). Hence, the end-to-end throughput and delay results of GBN and SR transport users with the underlying cell-level global congestion control, are obtained from equations (9) and ( 
IV. COMPUTATION PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
The congestion performance characteristics, i.e., probabilities of ATM multiplexer node congestion (PJ, discarding a cell (A), and buffer overflow (Poverfiow) were obtained from [7] . The mean probability of discarding a cell global congestion states (l=O, I , and 2) as detailed in [7] . The aggregate probability of cell loss is obtained from equation (24), which is incorporated in the throughput and delay characteristics. The end-to-end throughput characteristics of GBN and SR ARQ transport users (with the underlying ATM congestion control scheme) were obtained as a fbnction of window size (N) in Figs. 5-10 , The results were obtained by assuming node-to-node distance of 1000 Kilometers, packet size of 1024 bytes, packet header size (nh) of 7 bytes, VC transmission speed ('R') of 64 Mbps, probability of bit error (Pb) of and a traffic intensity of 0.6. The results in Figs. [5] [6] [7] [8] represent an ATM multiplexer node that has been hlly informed (FC) of the congestion criteria of the adjacent ATM multiplexer nodes [7] . The end-to-end throughput in case of packet discard, is obviously higher when the cell discard scheme is not employed at the underlying ATM layer, assuming infinite buffer space at the ATM layer. However, due to limited buffer space (L,B,) [7] , a cell discard scheme such as LB, mLB, VLB, or mVLB is employed at the underlying ATM layer. Hence, the effective throughput is arrived by including the cell-loss of the ATM layer and the resulting packet-loss at the transport layer. The results indicate that mVLB scheme provided better throughput and delay compared to the other cell-discard schemes, i.e., LB, mLB, and VLB. The LB cell discard scheme reduces the throughput and increases the delay, since the ATM cells are dropped immediately during congestion and bandwidth [6] violation periods. However, the LB cell discard scheme provides minimum congestion compared to all other celldiscard schemes. It can be observed that the mLB scheme provides better congestion performance, when compared to LB cell-discard scheme. The results in Figs. 9-10 represent an ATM multiplexer node that has been partially informed (vzc, v=l) of the congestion criteria of the adjacent ATM multiplexer nodes [7] . The results consistently indicated that the mVLB scheme provided better end-to-end throughput and delay. When an ATM multiplexer node is not aware of the congestion status of some of the other nodes, the results in Figs. 9-10 indicated better throughput and delay, when compared to the results in Figs. 5-8. It can also be observed from the results that SR ARQ scheme provided better results than GBN for the same protocol configuration.
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V. CONCLUSIONS The GBN and SR transport user throughput and delay performance characteristics were analyzed with the underlying cell-level global congestion control. The SR transport user provided better throughput and delay performance when compared to GBN transport user. The mVLB scheme is a better choice for end-to-end throughput and delay, when compared to LB, mLB, and VLB cell discard schemes. However, it can be noted that LB celldiscard scheme provides minimum level of congestion in the ATM multiplexer node, since the LB cell-discard scheme drops all cells during congestion and bandwidth violation periods. Throughput point of view, the mLB scheme provides better congestion perfbrmance than LB cell-discard scheme. However, the mVLB cell-discard scheme is an optimum choice for end-to-end throughput and delay Performance as observed in the results. 
